A model-based approach to dose selection in early pediatric development.
The establishment of a rationale for determining dosing regimens in pediatric patients remains a challenge in drug development. In this investigation, we explored several methodologies to support bridging studies and evaluated the best descriptor of developmental changes that can be used as a covariate for dose adjustment in children. The proposed approach is illustrated for the antiviral drug abacavir. Using data from six pharmacokinetic studies in adults and one study in children, a model-based analysis was applied in order to characterize differences in parameter distributions and their implications for systemic exposure to abacavir. Simulations were subsequently performed to define the appropriate dosing regimen in children. Although body weight was identified as a covariate for clearance and volume, dosing recommendations calculated on the basis of mg/kg cannot be linearly applied across all weight ranges. Our analysis shows the consequences of empirical dose adjustment and the importance of priors from historical data to support dose selection in children.